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Prime Power Generators
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MEGA SILENT SERIES GENERATORS
                                 perfect for the FILM INDUSTRY, OUTDOOR EVENTS & MORE!

Tripled sealed doors and 2” insulation throughout. Control panel, with Deep Sea Controller, laid out Multiple camlocks are standard in all models. 

FP350FQ
62 dBA
276 kW Prime
20 Hr. Run Time
see full specs on back

KL80FQ
55 dBA

65 kW Prime
25 Hr. Run Time

see full specs on back

and labeled for easy use. (other brands available) 
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The specially designed FQ canopies and containers are designed to meet max operating 
otemperature of 130  F at continuous load. By using the VSi technology to adjust the fans to 

only cool as necessary to maintain proper temperature, TecnoGen creates one of the 
most fuel e cient generators on the market, not to mention the quietest! 

The new FQ series generators by TecnoGen incorporate their Patented VSi technology. 
VSi (Variable Speed invertor) technology uses variable speed electric fans to manage the 
cooling for the generator instead of standard engine driven fans, which steal power from 
the engine and create excessive noise. 

Each model is equipped with a market leading engine - 
Volvo, FPT, Kohler - with a expansive support network.

True 120V 20A outlet available in all phases.

TecnoGen has designed the FQ Series paying specific attention to low noise level, 
operating temperature and low fuel consumption for use in many applications.



Mega Silent Series Specifications
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U.S. headquarters for TecnoGen Enermax, Mega Silent & Movie Master Series Generators TecnoGenUSA.com


